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Holymage is a visual creation studio specializing in artistic direction,
video mapping & interactive installations. Our goal is to imagine and
design original, innovative and memorable visual experiences.
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Our expertise stems from 10 years of work in the entertainment and
events industry. We are convinced that the creative process should
be considered as a whole, which is why harmony between art and
technology is at the heart of our know-how. Holymage designs
technical studies to propose concepts tailored to each project, as
well as providing artistic direction and live broadcasting.
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Kinetic Experience

Our creations strive to attract a wide audience invited to revel in
breathtaking visual environments.

Discover the videos of our projects
by clicking on the «plus» located
near each title.
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AURA
MUGLER
Client: Clarins FG
Agency: AKBy
Music: Mode-F
Technical services: Mvision
Direction and Video mapping: Holymage
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or the international launch of Mugler’s new Aura perfume at the Hotel Salomon de
Rothschild, Holymage is conducting an initiatory video tour combining design, videomap
and LED screens.
The fragrance universe, designed around the vegetal power, was first staged in the imposing
staircase of the Hotel.
A wild and luxuriant jungle encouraging contemplation accompanied the visitor in the climb
of the steps.
The next room made up of LED totems proposed an immersive and dazzling creation whose
pulsation preceded the revelation of the perfume.

Holymage in this project:
- Technical design and scenography
- Artistic direction & realization video mapping
- Show control
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CHÂTEAU
DU BREUIL
Client: Château du Breuil
Music: «In the house» Philippe Rombi
- Mandarin Production
Technical provider: Fosphor
Light programming: Antoine Manichon
Design, Direction and production: Holymage
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As part of the visit of the Château du Breuil, Holymage offers a light and video mapping
show at the Orangerie, for the closing of the tour.
This creation is placed as the synthesis of a sensorial journey, the visual narration is inspired
by the steps of the Calvados production : From the apple through the flames to the copper
of the still, matter is honored; graphic games bring a contemporary touch to participate in a
truly unique experience.
For a moment, aging cellars take the form of video screens to release their secret.
The launch of the show is driven by a tactile device. The interface also makes it possible to
choose exclusively the lights of the Orangerie.
The ambition of this creation is to propose an impacting an emotional experience, and so, to
extend the visit thanks to unforgettable memories.

Holymage in this project:
- Writing Concept and Scenario
- Technical design and scenography
- Artistic direction & video mapping direction
- UI / UX and Show control
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JEREMIAH
Conception and Direction: Antoine Géré
Assistant Director: Hoon Kwon
Video mapping operator: Kevin Vardon
Music: Mani2 - Demolisha Studio
Technical team: Jon Cottray, Melchior Saunier
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n tribute to Hermann, Award winner of the Angoulême International Comic festival,
Holymage has staged the world of the comic book Jeremiah in a real environment thanks
to video-projection.
We imagined an original story mixing several albums of the series. After extracting the
characters from the selected illustrations, the scenes were animated and then projected in
an abandoned industrial site of Angoulême.
The shooting took place during the 2017 edition of the International Comic Festival.
This creation proposes a connection between Comic Art and Cinema through a process
mixing animation, video mapping and shooting.
Many thanks to Hermann and Editions Dupuis for their kind permission.

Holymage in this project:
- Concept, writing and script
- Artistic direction & video mapping direction
- Shooting and Live mapping
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KINETIC
EXPERIENCE
Clients : Vidélio Events / Modulo Pi / Epson
Content Creation and Kinetic Integration: Holymage
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olymage and Videlio Events made an interactive installation at the Heavent event fair
in Cannes.
Thanks to the integration of optical trackers in the Kinetic software of Modulo Pi, videomapping
accompanies the movements of the Mini Cooper.
The experence is controlled by touch device and proposes to interact directly on the videos
and the textures in real time.

Holymage in this project:
- Technical design
- Artistic & video mapping direction
- UI / UX and Interactivity
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THE TIDE
Director : Vincent Masson
Music : Mode-F, (The english concert, Simon Standage,Trevor
Pinnock Vivaldi, Les quatre saisons, l’Hiver 1982)
Production : Holymage
Picture resolution : 5760 x 1080 pixels
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his immersive video installation lists the overviews of a single landscape, with its different
scales, its different gravity, its different sense of reading. It is a matter of confronting
contemplation with these diversities. The notion of a single landscape no longer exists: it can
only be a plural entity in constant change.
Selected in numerous festivals all over the world, the Tide continues to surprise by its visual
excess.

Holymage in this project:
- Video Direction and Design
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VIVA
TECHNOLOGY
PARIS 2016-2017
Client : Publicis Group / Les Echos
Agency : Publicis Events
Technical Services : Vidéomania
Direction and Video Design: Holymage
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or the Global Innovation Event VIVA Technology, Holymage has directed the video content
projected on the main stage. The place where World-famous personalities came to share
their story and their views on the ongoing revolutions.

Holymage in this project:
- Video Direction and Design
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REQUIEM FOR
JAMES DEAN
Direction : Holymage
Interview : Public Service Announcement :
National Safety Council / 28 July 1955
Voices : James Dean & Gig Young
Music : Diana Cotoman & Fabien Billaud
Photography : Julien Marie & Ugo Tsvetoukhine
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n honor of the 60th anniversary of the death of James Dean, the new music collection NCM
Vulpecula has imagined a tribute title: «Requiem for James Dean».
Ten copies of the vinyl were given a special pocket: a cast of the Porsche Spyder 550 in
which James Dean was killed. Holymage staged a mini-mapping on the Porsche with a
reconstruction of James Dean’s final interview.

Holymage in this project:
- Artistic direction & Videomapping Direction
- Production and Shooting
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PARC
ASTERIX
«GAULOIS - ROMAINS : LE MATCH»
Client: Parc Astérix
Author : Thierry Calvet
Director: Jean-Claude Cotillard
Scenography : Fabrice Bollen
Director of photography : Julien Marie
Head operator : Ugo Tsvetoukhine
Sound Engineer: Jean Christophe Lion
Show control: Kevin Vardon
Video design: Holymage
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or the launch of the 2015-2016 season of the Parc Asterix, Holymage imagined the new
TV channel of Julius Caesar.
The new Show, «Gaulois - Romains: Le MATCH», features a giant TV show, set up in the
completely renovated arenas.
Gaulois and Romans will compete in exceptional games. This show, presented by a diva
animator and under the satisfied eye of Julius Caesar, is composed of 3 physical tests that
will decide the fate of the Gauls.
A spectacle for the whole family to discover every day in the bullring of Parc Astérix.

Holymage in this project:
- Co-writing of the scenario
- Production and shooting
- Design and production of Video Design
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EUROVISION
AMIR FRANCE 2016
Broadcaster: France Télévision
Artist: Amir Haddad
Music: «J’ai cherché» / Warner Music France
Nazim Khaled, Amir Haddad & Johan Errami
Head of the French delegation: Edoardo Grassi
Choreography: Aziz Baki
Executive production: HK Corp
Design & video design: Holymage
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uring the 61st edition of the Eurovision Song Contest, Amir Haddad, representing
France, performed her song «J’ai cherché».
In 2016 France ranked 6th after a highly regarded performance by the jury.
For this performance, France Télévision and HK Corp called upon Holymage to direct
and design the videos surrounding the singer on the broad stage of the Ericsson Globe in
Stockholm.
Amir will remain as one of the outstanding candidates of this 2016 edition.

Holymage in this project:
- Artistic direction & Video Design
- Direction Consulting

ELYSEUM
Client : Elyseum
Architect : Atelier JMCA
Technical services : ETC Audiovisuel
Soundtracks : Solar Field – Funky Porcini
Stage and video design : Holymage
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n collaboration with the architects of Atelier JMCA, Holymage participates in the renovation
of the Elyseum space by designing a 270° video mapping device. Located in Paris, near
the Champs-Élysées, the place will soon become the event reference in terms of an
immersive experience. Since then, Holymage has already realized more than 60 creations
and is committed to implementing this interactive concept in new spaces.

Holymage in this project :
- Technical and Stage Design
- Artistic Direction and video mapping production
- Show control & Live Broadcast
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PRIZM
THE MUSIC BRAIN
Production & concept: Little Big Man
Direction: Antoine Géré
Operator: Adrien Gontier
Assistant: Stanislas Le Grand
Stage Manager: Guillaume Fandel
Video mapping and content: Holymage
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olymage made the launch video for the Prizm music player. A campaign with futuristic
tone integrating a mini-mapping.
The connected object adapts the music according to the people present in the room.

Holymage in this project:
- Production
- Artistic direction
- Video mapping Direction
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SWATCH
POP PARTY
Client : Swatch
Agency : A nous Paris
Technical Services : Gaité Lyrique & Synoptics
Artistic Direction and Video Design : Holymage
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n the occasion of The Swatch POP Party at The Gaîté Lyrique, the brand launched its
Swatch POP, a colorful multifaceted watch.
During this evening, Gaîté lyrique lived to the live sound of the group Minuit, a 360-degree
video mapping orchestrated by Holymage, Dj sets and a runway in Voguing mode.

Holymage in this project
- Technical Design
- Artistic Direction and Video Design
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SYMPHONIE
FANTASTIQUE
PHILARMONIE DE PARIS
Client : Orchestre de Paris
Music : Hector Berlioz
Creative direction: Géraldine Aliberti
Actor: Régis Royer
Conductor: Andrei Feher
Technical services: Fosphor
System operator: Kevin Vardon
Video design : Holymage
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erlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique (extracts), performed by L’Orchestre de Paris.
Concert of January 18, 2015, Paris philharmonie, Great Hall.
On the occasion of the first educational concert and young Public of the Paris ochestra at the
Philarmonie, Holymage conceived and directed a video mapping creation on the organ of the
Great Hall. A projection illustrating the phantasmagoric vision of the symphony of Berlioz,
which establishes a dialogue between image and music.

Holymage in this project :
- Technical and Stage Design
- Artistic Direction and video mapping production
- Show control & Live Broadcast
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studio@holymage.com
Te l : + 3 3 ( 0 ) 9 5 2 0 4 5 4 2 2

31 rue de Vincennes
93100 Montreuil - France

